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ABSTRACT 
Let C be a convex set in R". For each y ~ C, the cone of C at y, denoted by 
cone(y, C), is the cone { a(x - y): a/> 0 and x e C }. If K is a cone in R", we shall 
denote by K* its dual cone and by ~(K)  the lattice of faces of K. Then the duality 
operator of K is the mapping dK: ~,~(K)--* ~(K*)  given by dn(F) = (span F) a 
Cq K*. Properties of the duality operator d K of a closed, pointed, hill cone K have 
been studied before. In this paper, we study da for a general cone K, especially m 
relation to d~.o,¢c v, K), where y e K. Our main result says that, for any closed cone K 
in R", the duality operator d K is injective (surjective) if and only if the duality 
operator d~o,,¢~ u. n ~ is injective (surjective) for each vector y e K - [ K n ( - K )]. In 
the last part of the paper, we obtain some partial results on the problem of 
constructing a compact convex set C, which contains the zero vector, such that 
cone(0, C) is equal to a given cone. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a convex cone in the euclidean space R n. Denote by ~(K)  the 
lattice of faces of K, and by K* its dual cone in R ' .  In recent years, a lot of 
work has been done on the face lattice o~(K) when K is a closed, pointed 
cone (see Barker [1, 3, 4, 5] and Loewy and Tam [9]). The relations between 
the lattices o~(K) and o~(K*) for a proper cone K have also been investi- 
gated independently by Barker [2, 3] and Tam [14] through a study of the 
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duality operators between them. Nevertheless, there are still many unsettled 
simple natural questions abont the duality operator of a proper cone. (See the 
open problems 2, 3, and 4 in our last section.) The present work suggests that, 
to tackle these problems, it may be helpful to consider the points' cones of a 
cone. Our interest in the duality operators rests on the fact that in the study 
of the set ~r(K) = { A ~ R" x., : AK _c K } as a cone, or as a semigroup, or as a 
semiring, the duality operators have proved to be usefld in formulating many 
results (see Tam [13, 14]). 
In Section 2 we give the basic properties of the duality operator of a 
general cone. It will be shown that the duality operator of a general cone is 
not so well behaved as that of a proper cone, Even though our primary 
interest is on proper cones, general cones are also considered here, because 
when we come to consider the points" cones, nonclosed cones will be 
involved. 
If y is a point of a convex set C, then the cone of C at y, denoted by 
cone(y, C), is the cone { a(x - y): a > 0 and x e C }. Section 3 is devoted to 
a study of the points' cones cone(y, K) of a cone K. In particular, we prove 
that the face lattice of cone(y, K) is isomorphic to the interval sublattice 
[~(y), K] of o~(K). 
In Section 4 we show that the duality operator of a cone K and those of 
its points' cones cone(y, K) usually share common special properties. For 
instance, if K is closed and pointed, then the duality operator of K is injective 
(surjective) if and only if the duality operator of cone(y, K) is injective 
(surjective) for each nonzero vector y of K. Thus the problem of determining 
the injectivity or the surjectivity of the duality operator of a cone can be 
reduced to the corresponding problems for its nontrivial points' cones, which 
are essentially of smaller dimension. 
In Section 5 we are concerned with the problem of constructing a
compact convex set in R", which contains the origin, such that its point's 
cone at the origin is equal to a prescribed cone. It is shown that such a 
compact convex set always exists when the prescribed cone is of some special 
types. However, the existence of such a compact convex set in the general 
case is still unknown. We believe that the study of this problem is worthwhile, 
as it suggests ome ways to construct rich examples of finite dimensional 
compact convex sets (and hence dosed, pointed cones). 
In Section 6 we end with open problems and related examples. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
A familiarity with elementary esults on cones and convex sets is assumed. 
For references, the reader may consult [1], [5], [6], and [10]. To fix notation 
and terminology, we begin with some definitions. 
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A nonempty subset K of R" is called a (convex) cone if for any a,/3 >~ 0 
and x, y E K, we have, ax +/3y ~ K. K is closed if it is closed in the usual 
topology of R". K is pointed if KA( -K )= {0). If in tK~,  or equiv- 
alently, K - K = R", then K is called full. A closed, pointed full cone will be 
called a proper cone. 
A subcone F of K is a face of K if x ,y~K and x+y~F imply 
x, y ~ F. Then we write F < K. An intersection of faces of K is clearly also a 
face of K. If S ___ K then the intersection of all faces of K containing S is 
called the face of  K generated by S and is denoted by tp(S). If S = {x}, we 
write q)(x) for simplicity. Denote by i f (K )  the set of all faces of K. Then 
f (K )  forms a complete lattice of finite length under the partial ordering set 
inclusion, with meet and join operations given by F A G = F n G and 
F V G = q0(F (G) .  The concept of a face is usually defined for closed, 
pointed cones, but we use the same definition for general cones. Most of the 
known results about the faces of a closed, pointed cone (see Barker [1]) are 
still valid for a general cone. For example, if x ~ K then q~(x)= {y ~ K: x - 
ay E K for some a > 0}; if x ~ K and F_< K, then x ~ relint F iff F = cp(x), 
where relint F denotes the interior of F relative to its own linear span. If 
F, G _< K then F V G = qo(F + G). It is easy to show that the smallest and 
the greatest element of the lattice i f (K )  are respectively L and K, where 
L = K n ( - K) is the lineality space of K. When K is closed and pointed, it 
is known that the face lattice i f (K )  is section complemented (see Loewy and 
Tam [9]); that is, for any F 1 < G ~ K, there exists F 2 N K such that F 1 A F 2 = 
{0} and F1VF2=G.  The set {(~l,~2)~R2:~x>~0 and ~2>0}U{(0,0)} 
serves as an example of a nonclosed cone whose face lattice is not section 
complemented, in fact not even complemented. But there are also nonclosed 
cones whose face lattices are relatively complemented. An example is pro- 
~t2~1/2 vided by the cone{(~2,~e,~3)~R3:(~l+~e~ 3}-{a(1 ,0 ,1 ) :a>0},  
where - denotes relative complement. 
A cone K is called a direct sum of K~ and K~_ and we write K = K~eK e 
if (a) K= K I+ K e and (b) spanK1NspanK2 = {0}. Then K l and K 2 are 
themselves cones, and are also faces of K when K is pointed. Every cone K 
can be expressed as the direct sum of a linear subspace and a pointed cone, 
viz. K=L~9(KNL  ±), where L is the lineality space of K and L ± its 
orthogonal complement. Then the face lattices i (K  N L ±) and ~-(K) are 
isomorphic under the isomorphism F ~ L~F.  Thus the face lattice of a 
closed cone is always section complemented. 
For any nonempty subset S of R", the set S* = { z ~ R":(z,  y) >/0 for all 
y ~ S } is called the dual of S (in R"), where (z, y) denotes the usual inner 
product between the vectors z and y; S is always a closed cone, and is often 
called the dual cone of S when S is itself a cone. For properties of the dual of 
a set, the reader may consult Berman [6]. The concept of duality can be 
defined in a more general setting in terms of sets in a vector space and its 
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dual space (see, for instance, Barker [2]). But, since we are working in finite 
dimensional real vector spaces, there is no loss of generality in restricting 
ourselves to euclidean spaces. 
By the duality operator of a cone, we mean the mapping dr, : .~4~( K ) --, 
,~( K*) given by dK( F )= (span F) -'~ ~ K*. We shall call dK( F ) the dual fiwc 
of F. The concept of a dual face may be considered as a refinement of the 
concept of a dual cone. Similarly, we have a mapping 8~ : .~-(K*)-- , /T(K) 
given by 8~(G)= (spanG) ~ c-1 K, which is usually different from dK,, the 
duality operator of K*, unless K is closed. (Recall that K** = cl K.) A face F 
of K is said to be exposed if there exists G ~ K* such that 6~(G) = F. K 
itself is always an exposed face of K, as 6~(M)= K, where M is the lineality 
space of K*. Further, for any F _< K, F 4: K, we have that F is an exposed 
face of K if and only if F is the intersection of K with a (supporting) 
hypersubspace. For a proper cone K, the following result is known (see Tam 
[13, p. 7]): for any F ~ K, d~(F)= {0} iff F = K; d~(F)= K* iff F = {0}, 
When K is a general cone, the situation is more complicated. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let K be a cone in R". Denote by L the lineality 
,79ace of  K, and by M the lineality space of  K*. Then: 
(a) dK(K) = M arm dK(L )= K*. 
(b) For any F ~_ K, i f  dK( F) = M then F = K. 
(c) For any G ~_ K *, 3/~(G)= K i f f  G = M. 
(d) The following are equivalent statev,ents: 
(i) L is an e~osed face of  K, 
(ii) For any F ~_ K, dK(F)= K* implies F = L, 
(iii) 6~(K*)= L, 
(iv) There does not exist a vector x ~ K such that - x E cIK ~ K. 
When K is closed, the above equivalent condition~' are satisfied. 
(e) I lK  is closed, then fi~r any G ~_ K*, 6~(G) = L implies G = K*. 
Proof. For simplicity, we shall employ the notation (z, S)>/0 to nlean 
"(z, y)>~ 0 for all y ~ S." The notation (z, S)= 0, (T, S)>~ 0, etc. will have 
similar nleanings. 
(a): If z ~ d~(K ) then (z, K ) = 0 = (z, - K). Hence, z ~ K* • ( - K*) = 
M and so dt~(K)<_ M. But M is the smallest face of K*; thus d~(K)= M. 
Clearly, (x, K*) = 0 for any x ~ L. Thus dK(L) = K*. 
(b): Suppose F_~K, Fv~K. Note that K is contained ill M J .  as 
(K, M) = 0. By the standard separation theorem, there exists a hyperplane of 
M ± which contains F such that K lies on one side of this hyperplane. As K 
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is a cone, it is easily shown that this hyperplane is in fact a hypersubspace of
M. Hence, we can find a nonzero vector z ~ M ± such that (z, K)  >/0 and 
(z, F )  = 0. In other words, there exists a nonzero vector z ~ M _L (q dK(F). So 
dK(F)~ M. 
(c): It is obvious that (K, M)= 0, so 8~(M) = K. Conversely, let G _~ K* 
such that 8~(G)= K. Then (G, K )= 0, hence G _c K* c~( - K* )= M. There- 
fore, G = M. 
(d), ( i )~( i i ) :  Let F ~ K such that dK(F)  = K*. Then d~:(L )= K* = 
dK(F ). As L is an exposed face of K, L = 8~ o dn(L)= 8~ o dK(F)t> F [see 
Proposition 2.4(g), (d)]. Thus F = L. 
(ii) ~ (i): Suppose that L is not an exposed face of K. Then 8~ o dK(L) 
L. But by Proposition 2.4(e), dK[8 ~ o d~(L)]  = dK(L)= K*. So condition (ii) 
is not satisfied. 
(iii),~, (i): 8~(K*)= L iff 8~ o dK(L )= L iff L is an exposed face of K. 
(i) ,~ (iv): First note that 
8~o dK(L ) = 8~(K*)= K f~ (span K*) ± = K A (span K*)* 
= K • [K* + ( -  K*)]* = t: C~ [ K** n ( -  K**)] 
= K A [elK A( -  c IK)]  = K ~(  - c lK ) .  
Hence, L is an exposed face of K 
iff L = 8~ o dr (L  ) 
iff K (~( -K)=Kfq( -c lK )  
iff there does not exist a vector x ~ K such that - x ~ cl K - K. 
When K is closed, condition (iv) is clearly satisfied, and hence so are other 
equivalent conditions. 
(e): If K is closed then 8~ = dK,. Substituting K* for K in (i), we obtain 
8~((M) = dK,(M ) = (K*)* = K. • 
COROLLARY 2.2. Each maximal face of K is an exposed face of K. 
Proof. Suppose H is a maximal face of K which is nonexposed. Then 
8~ o dK(H) is a face of K properly containing H. So by the maximality of H, 
we have 6~(dK(H)) = K. In view of Proposition 2.1 (c), we have dK(H) = M, 
and by Proposition 2.1(b) we obtain H = K, which is a contradiction. • 
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REMARK 2.3. By using the argument for computing 8~(K*) as in the 
proof of Proposition 2.1(d), (i)¢~ (iv), we can show that, for any F <~ K and 
G ~ K*, we have dt<(F)= K'c3( - F*) and 6~(G)= K 6~(- G*). 
We collect below some of the basic properties of the mappings d K and 
8~. ha fact, we can state slightly more general restflts (cf. Barker [2, §§3, 4], 
Tam [13, Chapter 1, §§2, 3]). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let K l and Ko_ be cones in R" such that ( K l, Kz) ~. 0 
(equivalently, K~ c K~', or K l c K*), Let 61: ,~-(Kl)~ ,~-(K 2) t~e the 
mapping defined by 6~(F)= (span F)1 (~ K2" The mapping 6e:,Y(K.2) ~, 
~-( K l ) is defined in a similar wag. 7"hen, for any F, G ~_ K, we hare: 
(a) I f F  ~ G then 8~(G)N 81(F). 
(b) 81(F /x G)~ 81(F)V Sl(G). 
(c) 8l(F V G)= 61(F)A 81(G). 
(d) F ~_ 6 z o 61(F). 
(e) 81 o 8. 2 o 81(F )= 8t(F ). 
(f) 7"he mapping 82 o 8j : .¢-(K l ) --, ,T( K1) is' a closure operati(m. 
(g) F = 8e(E) fi)r some E _-q_ K.2 (f atut only i f  82 o 8~(t") = f;. 
We shall denote the closure operation 8~ o d~, by cl~. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let K~, K2,81, & have the same meanings a.s" ir~ 
Proposition 2.4. 
(a) The ,following are equivalent statements: 
(i) 6j is injective; 
(ii) for any F ~ K, & o 81(F)-  F: 
(iii) 8 2 is surjective: 
(iv) for any F,G ~_ K, we have G ~_ F i f f  Sl(F)~_ 61(G). 
(b) When 61 is bijective, we have, for any F, G ~ K, 61(F A G)= 6~(F)v 
61((;). 
COROLLARY 2.6. For any cone K, d~ is injective i f f  each fiwc of K iv 
exposed. 
REMARK 2.7. The injectivity or surjectivity of the duality operator d~, of 
a cone K is an intrinsic property of K. It does not depend on the inner 
product of the underlying space (Tam [13, Corollary 1 of Theorem 1.4]) 
(indeed, it can be defined in the more general setting of a vector space and its 
dual space). Nor does it depend on the space containing it: let K r) be the 
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dual cone of K in its own linear span, and denote by JK the duality operator 
from i f (K )  to f (KD) .  Then dK is injective (sudective) iff dK is injective 
(surjective). 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let K be a con(; which is the direct sum of a linear 
subspace L and a cone K r Then the lattices i f (K )  and i f(K~) are 
isomorphic. Further, d K is in jective (surjective ) i f f  d t< ~ is in jeetive (surjec- 
tive ). 
According to Proposition 2.5(b), the condition "for any F, G ~_ K, dK(F 
A G) = dK(F)v dK(G)'" is implied by the bijectivity of dt~. That the con- 
verse is false, even for proper cones, can be illustrated by the cone K 2 
considered in Example 4.2 of Barker [2]. For a proper cone K, it is also known 
that the above condition implies the injectivity of d K (see Tam [13, Corollary 
4 of Theorem 1.3], and Corollary 2.13 below). However, for a nonclosed cone 
K, this may not be so, as can be illustrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE 2.9. Let M be the compact convex set in R 2 bounded by the 
~Faxis and the curves ~t=l+ ~f~2, ~ i=- l -~  and ~+(~2-2)  2=5 
(see Figure 1). 
Let C be the convex set M-  {(-1,0)}, and let K be the cone in R 3 
given by K = (a(~l, ~z, 1): (~1, ~2) ~ C, a >/0}. It is easily checked that dK 
possesses the following property: for any F, G _~ K, dK(F A G)= dK(F)v 
dK(G ). However, d~ is not injective, as d~[9(1,0,0)]=dn[~(0,0,1)]= 
-2,1 
(-i,o) 
I(o,21 ,~/ 
~l-l~#f (2,1) 
(i,o) 
FIC. 1. Tile convex set M. 
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q0(0,1,0) (face of K*). Note also that the face lattice J (K )  is complemented, 
but not section complemented. 
LEMMA 2.10. I f  the face lattice ,~(K)  is complemented, then the 
linealit~l space of  K is an exposed face of  K. 
Proof. In view of Proposition 2.1(d) it suffices to show that no vector x 
of K satisfies - x ~ cl K - K. Let its assume the contrary, that x is snch a 
vector. As ~-(K)  is complemented, there exists a vector y ~ K such that 
ep(x)V qD(y)= K and q~(x)A q~(y)---L, where L is the lineality space of K, 
Then since rp(x + y) = cp(x)V q0(y) = K, we have, x + y ~ relint K. Further. 
as - x ~ cl K, we have (x + y )+ a( - x) e relint(cl K) = relint K for all posi- 
tive a. Hence x ~ q0(y), or q~(x)A q0(y)= q~(x). So x ~ L, which is a con- 
tradiction. • 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let K be a cone with a section complemented face 
lattice. If, for all F, G ~_ K, we have dK(F)v  d~(G) = K* whenet~er F A G 
= L (the lineality space of  K), then d K is injective. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, that d K is not injective. Then K has a 
nonexposed face F. In view of Lemma 2.10, F 4: L. Now F is a proper face 
of clK(F ), and as i f (K )  is section cvmplemented, there exists G _< K such 
that F A G = L and F v G = c l r (F ) .  From G ~ cl~(F),  we obtain dr (F )  = 
dK(clK(F))~_dI~(G); hence as FAG=L,  we have dK(G)=dt , (F) 'v  
dK(G )= K* = dr (L  ) . So G ~ 3~ o dK(G )= 3~: o dr (L )= L, as L is an ex- 
posed face of K by Lemma 2.10. Thns G = L, and hence clK(F) = F ",; G = F, 
which is a contradiction. • 
COROLLARY 2.12. Let K be a cone with a section complonented ]'ace 
lattice (for instance, when K is closed). I f  for all F, G ~_ K, wc hatw 
d~(F A G)= dr (F )v  d~(G), then d r is injective. 
PROPOSITION 2.13 (cf, Tam [13, Theorem 1.3(v)]). Let K be a ek)sed 
cone. Then d r is injeetive i f f  for all F ,G ~ K, F A G = L implies dn(F )v '  
dt<(G)=K*. 
Proof. The "if" part follows from Corollary 2.12. To prove the "only iff'" 
part, let F, G ~ K such that F A G = L. As d K is injective, F = 6~ o dr (F )  
and G = 6t~ o dr(G).  Hence, L = 6~ o dK(F)A 6~ o dt<(G)= 8~[dK(F )v  
dr (G) ] ,  so by Proposition 2.1(e), dK(F )v  d~:(G) = K*. • 
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Again, in the "only if" part of Proposition 2.13, the closedness of K is a 
crucial condition: it cannot be replaced by, say, J~(K) being section comple- 
mented as in Proposition 2.11. We give an example below. 
where 
and 
EXAMPLE 2.14. Let K be the following cone in R'3 :
e, = ( (~,  ~2,o):o < ~2 < t~ ) u ((o,o,o)) 
r2 = ((o, t2, t~):o < to < ~3 ) • ( (o ,o ,o ) ) .  
It is easily checked that K has exactly four faces, namely, O, F 1, F~, and K. 
Also i f (K )  is relatively complemented, and d K is injeetive. Note, however, 
that F~ A F e = O, but dK(FI)V dK(Fo " ) = q~(0,0,1)v cg(1,0,0) ~ R3+ = K*. 
3. THE POINT'S CONE 
Let C be a convex set in R". For any y e C, the set ( a(x - y) : a >/0 and 
x ~ C ) is a cone, known as the cone of  C at y and denoted by cone(y, C). 
When y ~ rbd C (the relative boundary of C), the closure of cone(y, C) is 
often referred to as the cone of  support of  C at y, and the dual of 
- cone(y, C), the normal cone of  C at y (see, for instance, Valentine [5, p. 
135]). In [16] Waksman and Epelman have offered a classification of points of 
a finite dimensional convex set based on a flinction specially defined on the 
convex set as well as on the concept of the point's cone with respect o the 
set. We shall also make use of the concept of the point's cone in our study of 
the duality operator of a cone. 
Hereafter we shall always use K to denote a cone in R". 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For any y ~ K, we have cone(y, K) = K + span qo(y) 
= K - ,~(v) .  
Proof. The proof is straightforward. The following two facts are used: 
spancp(y) = qv(y) - q~(y) and cp(y) = {x ~ K: y - ax ~ K for some a > 0). • 
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For any neighborhood N of y, it is easily shown that cone(y, K c3 N ) - 
cone(y, K). So cone(y, K) depends only on the local behavior of K around y; 
in fact, it also determines the dual face of ep(y). 
COnOLLA~Y 3.2. bbr any y~ K, the dual cones of cone(y,K) aJ,d 
dK(ep(y)) in R" are re~7)ectively given by cone(y,K)*=dK(ep(y)) and 
[dK(q0(y))]* = cl[cone(y, g)]. 
Pro@ conely, K)* = [K + span ep(y)]* = K* n [span ep(y)] ± = 
dt<(q0(y)). [d/((rp(y))]* = cone(y, K)** = el[cone(y, K)]. 
We digress at this point to give an alternative proof of the following 
known result (see Schneider and Vidyasagar [11]). 
COnOLL,~_RY 3.3. Let K be a proper cone in R". Denote by E(K ) the set 
of all matrices cross-positive on K, and by 7q( K ) the set { A + aI : A ~ ~r( K ) 
and a e R }, where ~r( K ) = { A: AK ~ K }. Then Y.( K ) = cl[ Trl( K )]. 
Proof. Recall that an n x n real matrix A ~ Y~(K) iff for all y e K and 
z ~ K*, we have (z, Ay)>~ 0 whenever (z, y )= 0. On the space of n × n real 
matrices we introduce the inner product (B, A )= trace BrA. Then this inner 
product and the usual inner product of R '~ are related by (zy r, A)= (z, Ay ). 
Thus, A ~ E(K) iff (zy r, A)>~ 0 whenever (zy r, I )=  0 where y ~ K and 
z ~ K*. Now, the dual cone of ~r(K) is equal to the positive hull of all 
matrices of the form zy r with y ~ K and z ~ K* (Tam [12, Theorem 1]). 
Consequently, Y~(K)= [d~n~(cp(I))]*. And so by Corollary 3.2, E (K)= 
el[cone(I, ~r(K ))] = el[ 7h( K)]. • 
PROPOSITION 3.4. For any y ~ K, we have 
¢p(y) = -- cone(y, K )N  K and clK(~p(y)) = - el[cone(y, K)] fh K. 
Proof. Since - ~(y) ___ span cp(y) __. cone(y, K), we have q0(y) c 
- cone(y, K). Hence qo(y)___ - cone(y, K)NK.  On the other hand, K N 
( - cone(y, K ) )= K N[ -- K + q)(y)] c K n cp(y) = q0(y). Therefore, q0(y) = 
- cone(y, K) n K. 
Since -cone(y ,K)NK is orthogonal to the set dK(cp(y)), so is 
- -  el[cone(y, K)]N K. Hence, - el[cone(y, K)]N K ___ ClK(q0(y)). Converse- 
ly, if x ~ ClK(q0(y)) then x ~ K and (X, dK(~(y)) =  0. Hence, x E 
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-[dK(ep(y))]*N K = -e l [cone(y ,  K)]f~K. We have shown that c lK(~(y))  
= - el[cone(y, K)] fq K. • 
COROLLARY 3.5. For any F ~_ K, we have F = K N (F - K) and cl n (F )  
= F (~cl(F - K). 
Proof. Let y~re l in tF .  Then F=cp(y) .  By proposition 3.4, qp(y)= 
- cone(y, K)(~ K, and by Proposition 3.1, - cone(y, K)  = ¢p(y) -  K = F - 
K. Thus, F = K (~ (F - K ). Similarly, we can prove cl K (F )= K (~ el( F - K ). 
COROLLARY 3.6. I f  X, y ~ K, then 
(a) ¢p(x) ~ q0(y) iffcone(x, K )c  cone(y, K) (cf. [16, Lemma 9(a)]), 
(b) ClK(q~(x))_~ clK(q0(y)) iffcl[cone(x, K)] ___ el[cone(y, K)]. 
Proof. (a) follows readily from Propositions 3.1 and 3.4. 
(b): clK(q0(x)) ~ clK(cp(y)) 
if[ 8~: o dK(q~(x)) ~ 8~ o dK(cp(y)) 
iff dK(cp(y)) ~ dK(rp(x)) 
iff [dK(cp(x))]* ~ [dK(q0(y))]* [we need the closedness of d~(q~(x)) and 
dK(cp(y)) for the " i f"  part] 
iff el[cone(x, K)] ___ el[cone(y, K)]. • 
COROLLARY 3.7. For any x ~ K we have x ~ L i f f  cone(x, K )= K, 
where L is the lineality space of K. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.6(a), we have cone(x, K )= K iff cone(x, K )= 
cone(0, K) iff ¢p(x) - cp(0) iff x ~ L. • 
THEOREM 3.8. For any vector y~K,  the mapping ~/: [qp(y) ,K]~ 
Y[cone(y ,  K)] given by 7/(F)= cone(y, F) is a lattice isomorphism, where 
[q~(y), K] is" the interval sublattice { F ~_ K: q~(y)<1 F } of ~(  K ). 
Proof. We first show that if F _~ K such that qv(y)_~ F then cone(y, F)  
_~ cone(y, K). Clearly, cone(y, F)  is a snbcone of cone(y, K). Let w 
cone(y, F)  such that w = w 1 + w 2 for some w l, we ~ cone(y, K ). Then there 
exist x~F,  x l , xz~K,and  a ,a  1, a2 >/ 0 such that w=a(x -y )  and w i= 
ai(x i - y), i = 1,2. It is required to show that w 1, w~ ~ cone(y, F). 
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If a=0,  we have al(x 1 -y )+a2(x  2 -y )=O,  or alx t +a2x 2=(a  l+ 
a2)y~F.  Hence alxt, a2x2~F.  If a t4 :0 ,  then xt~F and hence tL ;~ 
cone(y, F). If a I = 0, then clearly w t is the zero vector and belongs to 
cone(y, F). Similarly we can show that w 2 E cone(y, F). 
If a 4= 0, we may without loss of generality assume a = I. We sh',dl 
consider the case a 1 + a 2 > 1. The case a t + a 2 ~< 1 can be treated similarly. 
Then we have x +(a  I + a e - 1)y = alx ~ + aex 2. As x, y ~ F, the vector o~ 
the left side belongs to F. Thus, alxl, aex e ~ F, from which we can deduce 
w 1, w e ~ cone(y, F). 
So ~ is a well-defined mapping. Now let M ~ cone(y, K). Let F = {x 
K : x - y ~ M ). Clearly y ~ F. We contend that F _~ K. Let x t, x e ~ K such 
that x~+x~F.  Then x l+x~_-y~M.  Note that -y  belongs to the 
lineality space of cone(y, K), as span~(y)c  cone(y, K). But every face of 
cone(y, K) contains the lineality space of cone(y, K), whence - y ~- M. Thus 
(xl - Y)+(x2 - Y) = (xl + x2 - Y)+( - Y) ~ M, the right side being the sum 
of two vectors in M. As M is a face of cone(y, K), this implies x I -- y, xe - 
M. Consequently, x l, x,> ~ F. In a similar way, we can show that F is itself 
a cone. Therefore, F is a face of K. From the definition of F, it is 'also clear 
that cone(y, F )= M. We have thus established the surjectivity of ~. 
Let F 1, F e ~ K, both containing the vector y. We are going to show that if 
F t g F 2 then cone(y, F 1 )~ cone(y, ~) .  Assume that the contrary holds. Then 
F 1 c F 1 + span cp(y) = cone(y, Fl) _c cone(y, F2)= ~ + spancp(y), whence 1:1 
= span F 1 A K _c span[F 2+ span ¢p(y)] (3 K = span F 2 (3 K = F 2, which is a 
contradiction. The injectivity of 7/ now clearly follows. We also have /:~ ~ b~ 
iff cone(y, F~ ) ~ cone( y, I~). 
We have proved that 7) is an isomorphism between lop(y), K] and .~(K)  
when considered as partially ordered sets, and hence an isomorphism between 
these sets when considered as lattices. • 
COROLLARY 3.9. The lineality space of  cone(y, K) is spancp(y). 
Proof. Note that spancp(y) = cone(y, ~(y)), since y ~ relint ¢p(y). As 
¢p(y) is a face of K containing y, cone(y, ¢p(y)) ~ cone(y, K). On the other 
hand, as spanrp(y) is a linear subspace contained in cone(y, K), necessarily it
is contained in the lineality space of cone (y, K). Hence, span~(y)  is the 
lineality space of cone(y, K). • 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let F l, F 2 be faces of  K, both containing the vector y. 
Then 
(a) cone(y, F l A Fz) = cone(y, F l )Acone(y, ~) ,  
(b) cone(y, F 1 v F2) = cone(y, F~ )Vcone(y, F2). 
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REMARK 3.11. Another way of looking at cone(y, K) is using the concept 
of quotient cones. If K is a cone in R '~ and y ~ K, we can construct he 
quotient space Rn/span ¢p(y). It is not difficult to show that in this quotient 
space the set K/spanep(y) forms a pointed cone. Furthermore, the face 
lattices of the cones K/span ¢p(y) and cone(y, K) are isomorphic, because we 
have M ~ K/spanT(y)  iff M = F/spancp(y) for some F_~ K such that 
yEF .  
4. THE DUALITY OPERATOR OF THE POINT'S CONE 
For each y ~ K, we shall denote, for simplicity, dconety, n ) by d u and 
6c*,,etv, K) by 3v*. Note that d u is from ~[cone(y,  K)] to ~[dt<(q0(y)) ]. We 
shall show that the properties of dK, the duality operator of K, are reflected 
from those of d~. It is known that for each proper cone K, which is 
nonpolyhedral, there always exists a vector y ~ K such that cone(y, K) is not 
closed (see Waksman and Epelman [16, §8 and Theorem 10]). So the duality 
operators of nonclosed cones are naturally involved in our investigation. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. 
(a) l f  F ~ is such that q~(y) ~ F, then d~[cone(y, F)] = dK( F). 
(b) I f  G ~_ da(cp(y)) then 3~(G)= cone(y, 3~(G)). 
Proof. (a): du[cone(y, F)] = [span cone(y, F)] ± ~ dK(ep(y)) = 
(span F)  ± fq [K* (q dK(cp(y)) ] = [(span F) ± f~ K*] (~ dr(q~(y)) = dK(F ), the 
last equality being true because q0(y) ~ F implies dK(F ) ~ dK(q0(y)). 
(b): Let G ~_ dr(ep(y)). Then 8~(G) >__ 8~ o dK(cp(y)) ~ ¢p(y), so 
cone(y, 8~:(G)) ~ cone(y, K). le t  x ~ 8~(G). Then (x - y, G) = (x, G) -  
(y, G) = 0. Hence cone(y, 8~(G)) c_ 8~(G). Now let u ~ 8*(G). Then u = 
a(x -y )  for some x~K and a>0.  From (u ,G)=0=(y ,G) ,  we obtain 
(x, G) = 0; hence x ~ 8~:(G). Therefore, u ~ cone(y, 8~(G)). The proof is 
complete. • 
COROLLARY 4.2. For any F ~ K satisfying y ~ F, we have 
cone(y, F) is an exposed face of cone(y, K) 
i f f  F is an exposed face of K. 
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Pro@ cone(y, F) is an exposed face of cone(y, K) 
iff 6u* o d,j[cone(y, F)] = cone(y, F) 
iff cone(y, 6~ o dK (F)) = cone(y, F) 
iff 8~ od~(F)= F 
iff F is an exposed face of K. 
COaOLLARY 4.3. FOP" any vector y c-K, the duality operator d~¢ of 
cone(y, K) is injective iff each face of K which contains q0(y) is an exposed 
face of K. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.6, d o is injective iff each face of cone(y, K) is 
exposed. Now each face of cone(y, K) is of the form cone(y, F) for some 
q~(y) < F < K. So, by Corollary 4.2, our restflt follows. • 
REMARK 4.4. Putting the results of Proposition 4.1 differently, we obtain 
the following commutative diagrams: 
t I 
dK(ep(y) ) , ,~(K*) dK(cp(y)) , ,'T(K*) 
r t i ~j i q 1 t 
,Y[cone(y, K )] , ,~(K ) J~[cone(y, K)] . . . .  ,~(K ) 
where i is the inclusion map and ~ ~ is the mapping given by 
y/ l[cone(y, F)] = F. 
TnEOnV, M 4.5. Let K be a cone in R" such that its lineality space L is an 
exposed face of  K. The fidlowing statemmlts are equivalent: 
(i) dh is injective. 
(ii) For each y ~ K ~ L, the duality operator d u is injective. 
If, in addition, K is closed mul pointed, the following is also another 
equivalent condition: 
(iii) For each non , to  extreme vector y ~ K, d u is injective. 
Proof. (i) ~ (ii): If d~ is injective, then every face of K is exposed. So, 
by Corollary 4.3, (ii) holds. 
(ii) ~ (i): It suffices to show that each face of K is exposed. By assulnp- 
tion, the lineality space L of K is exposed. So consider a face F of K, 
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different from L. Choose a vector y ~ F - L. By (ii), d v is injective. Hence, 
the face cone(y, F) of cone(y, K) is exposed. So by Corollary 4.2, F is 
exposed. 
Now suppose that K is closed and pointed. Then the lineality space of K 
is just {0}, and each face of K is generated by its extreme vectors. Clearly 
then (ii) ~ (iii). In the above proof of (ii) ~ (i), if we require y to be a nonzero 
extreme vector of F, we obtain a proof of (iii) ~ (i). • 
Note that in condition (ii) of Theorem 4.5 above, we deliberately omit the 
case y ~ L. Indeed, if y ~ L, then q0(y)= q~(0) and so by Corollary 3.6(a) 
cone(y, K )= cone(0, K )= K. Hence d v = dn. Note also that in this theorem 
the exposedness a stunption on L is crucial. As an example, one may consider 
the cone K = {(~i, ~2) ~ R2:~2 >~ 0} - {(~1,0): ~ < 0}. The following can be 
checked: K is a pointed cone, and condition (ii) of Theorem 4.6 is satisfied. 
However, dn is not injective, as {0} is not an exposed face of K. 
The following result is related to Theorem 4.5. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let y ~ K. The following statements' are equivalent: 
(i) q~(y) is a nonexposed face of  K. 
(ii) There exists a vector w ~ cone(y, K) such that - w ~ cl[cone(y, K)] 
cone(y, K ). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1(d), condition (ii) is equivalent to the lineality 
space of cone(y, K), or cone(y, q0(y)), being a nonexposed face of cone(y, K ). 
By Corollary 4.2, cone(y, q0(y)) is an exposed face of cone(y, K) iff q0(y) is an 
exposed face of K. So the equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows. • 
For the surjectivity of the duality operators we have the following 
analogous result, whose proof we leave to the reader. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let K be a closed cone in R". The following statements 
are equivalent: 
(i) d K is sur]ective. 
(ii) For each y ~ K - L, the duality operator d u is surjective. 
I f  in addition K is pointed, then the following is also an equivalent 
condition: 
(iii) For each nonzero extreme vector y of  K, dy is sur]ective. 
Again in Theorem 4.7 the closedness assumption on K is not redundant. 
For example, if K is the cone{(( 1, (2) ~ Re: ~1 >/0 and ~o > 0} U {(0,0)}, 
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then for any nonzero y ~ K, cone(y, K ) is either R '2 or a closed half space of 
R '2, so that condition (if) of Theorem 4.7 is satisfied. However, d K is not 
surjective: K does not have a face whose dual face is the face q~(0, I) of K*. 
The following result is known and is not difficult to prove. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let C be a convex set in R", and let K = { a( x, 1) 
R" + l : a ~ 0 and x c C }. ~lhen K is a cone in R" + 1. Further, the face lattices 
~ ( C ) and o~ (K ), are isomorphic under the isomorphism F ~ [7, where F is a 
face of  C and F = { a(x, 1): a >1 0 alut x ~ F }; moreover, in this isonu)r- 
phis~,, exposed faces of  C correspond to exposed faces of  K. 
(For the definitions of faces and exposed faces of a convex set, see for 
instance Rockafellar [10].) 
If K and C are given as in Proposition 4.8, their points' cones are also 
related in a simple way. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Let K and C have the same meanings as in Proposition 
4.8. For any y e C, we have 
whe~ 
cone(( y, 1), K ) = [cone( y, C ), O] (~ span { ( y, 1 ) }, 
[cone(y, C),0] = {(x,0)  ~ R '+t :  x ~ cone(y ,C)} .  
(Cf. Waksman and Epelman [16, Lemma 9(b)].) 
Many of the results in Sections 3 and 4 about the point's cone of a cone 
are also true (or have analogues) for the points' cones of a convex set. For 
completeness, ome of them are collected below. They can be either proved 
directly or deduced from the corresponding results for the point's cone of a 
cone. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. I f  y belongs to a convex set C in R", then op(y) = 
[ { y } - cone(y, C)] A C and cl c(qO(Y)) = [ { y } - cl(cone(y, C))] A (7, where 
q~(y) is the face of  C generated by y, and cl c(q°(Y)) is the intersection of  all 
exposed faces of  C which contain ep(y ) (or equivalently, the intersection of  
all supporting hyperplanes of  C which contain cp(y )). 
PROPOSITION 4.11. Let C be a convex set in R", and let y E C. Then the 
mapping ~:[~p(y),C]-o J" [cone( y, C )] given by ~/(F)= cone(y, F)  is a 
lattice isomorphism. 
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PROPOSITION 4.12. Let y c C, where C is a convex set in R". The 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) q0(y) is a nonexposed face o f  C. 
(ii) There exists a vector w ~ cone(y, C) such that - w ~ cl[cone(y, C)] 
- cone(y, C ). 
COROLLARY 4.13. Let C l, C 2 be convex sets in R", and let y ~ C t c3 Co_. 
I f  the faces generated by y in C l and in C2 are exposed, then the face o f  
C~ n C-o generated by y is also exposed. 
Proof. Suppose that the face of C 1 A C 2 generated by y is nonexposed. 
Then by Proposition 4.12, there exists a vector w ~ cone(y, C 1 A C2) such 
that - w ~ cl[cone(y, C 1 c~ C2) ] - cone(y, C 1 A Co). Now by Proposition 
5.1(a), cone(y, C 1 (~ C9.) = cone(y, C1)fqcone(y, Co), so w ~ cone(y, C1)C~ 
cone(y, Cz) and - w ~ cl[cone(y, C 1 )] c3 cl[cone(y, Co_)]; further, - w does 
not belong to either cone(y, C1) or cone(y, C2). Thus, for i = 1 or 2, we have 
w ~ cone(y, Ci) but - w c cl[cone(y, Ci) ] - cone(y, Ci). So, by Proposition 
4.12, the face generated by y in C~ or in Co_ is nonexposed, which is a 
contradiction. • 
COROLL,~a~Y 4.14. I lK  I, K 2 are cones in R" such that both dE, and dK: 
are injective, then d K~ n ~2 is also injective. 
Note, however, that the corresponding result for the surjectivity of dK~ ~ K2 
does not hold. As an example, let K 1 and K 2 be cones in R 3 given by 
K i = ( a(x, 1) : a >/0 and x ~ C i }, where C 1 and C 2 are the compact convex 
sets in R 2 bounded respectively by the circles with equations (~1 - 1)-o + ~ = 
2 and (~l + 1)-o + ~ = 2. Then dK~ and d/% are both bijective, but d ~  is 
not surjective, as the duality operator of cone((0,1), C 1 N C-o) is not surjective. 
EXAMPLE 4.15. Let K be the cone in R 4 given by K = { a(x, 1) :a  >/0 
and x E C }, where C is the convex set in R 3 as shown in Figure 2. (The cone 
K has already appeared in Example .3.5 of Barker [2].) 
Note that all of the extreme points of the convex set C are exposed; hence 
so are the extreme rays of the cone K. However, F 4 is a nonexposed face of 
C, and the corresponding face of K is also nonexposed. Thus the duality 
operator d K of K is not injective. In fact, we can also show that dt~ is not 
surjective. Consider the cone of C at y (see Figure 3). Note that cl[cone(y, K)] 
is the 3-dimensional polyhedral cone generated by the vectors x l, x 2, and x 4, 
and that cone(y, C) = cl[cone(y, C)] - { otx 4 +/~X3: a > 0, ]~ >/ 0}. There is a 
2-dimensional face G of [cone(y, K)]* which is orthogonal to the vector x 4 of 
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FIG. 2. 
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P2 / 
The convex set C. The face E~ is tangent to the cylindrical surface in F~. 
el[cone(y, K)]. However, G is not the dual face of any face of cone(y, C ), i.e. 
the duality operator of cone(y, C) is not surjective. So by Proposition 2.8 and 
4.9, dy, and hence d K, is not surjective. In fact, d u is also not injective, 
because ¢p(x:3 ) and cp(xo + x:3) are distinct faces of cone(y, K), which have 
the same dual face. 
The following result is also not difficult to prove. 
PROPOSITION 4.16. Let K be a closed cone in B". 7he fi)llowing are 
equivalent conditions: 
(i) For any F l, Fo. ~_ K, dK(F l A/~) = dK(F1)v d~(b~). 
(ii) d K is injective, and for each y ~ K - L, the duality (yperator d~t 
satisfies the following: for all G l, G 2 ~_ cone(y, K), d,fl G 1 A G~ ) = dt~( G i )v 
d~(G2). 
If, in addition, K is pointed, then in condition (ii) the phrase "'fl)r each 
y ~ K ~ L'" can be replaced by "for each nonzero extreme vector y o f  K." 
Again, in Theorem 4.16(ii) the condition that dn is injective cannot be 
dropped. As an example, consider the cone K = {a(x,1): a>~ 0, x c M }, 
, , 
\ \ ~ \~  \x  \ IN \ \ \ \ \ \  
Fro. 3. cone(y, C). 
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where M is the compact convex set mentioned in Example 2.9. The following 
can be checked: for each nonzero g ~ K, we have du(G 1/x G2)= dy(GL)v 
du(G2) for all G1, G ~ ~_ cone(g, K); d K is not injective, and the condition 
"for all F,G ~_ K, dK(F A G)= dK(F)V dK(G)" is not satisfied. 
For completeness, we include the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.17. For any cone K in R", the following conditions a~v 
equivalent: 
(i) For any F 1, F 2 ~ K, dK(F 1 A E,) = dK(F1)v d,~(~). 
(ii) For any G ~ K*, there exists' a smallest face F of  K such that 
dK(F )NG.  
If, in addition, Y (  K ) is section complemented, then the foUowing is also 
an equivalent condition: 
(iii) d K is injective, and the set of all exposed faces of  K* forms a 
sublattice of  ~(  K*). 
5. COMPACT CONVEX SETS WITH A PRESCRIBED POINT'S CONE 
AT THE ORIGIN 
In this section we are concerned with the problem of constrncting a
compact convex set C whose point's cone at some given point y is equal to a 
prescribed cone. In view of cone(y, C )= cone(0, C -  { g }), the given point y 
may be taken to be the origin of the space. The reqlfirement hat the 
constructed convex set C be closed is necessary; for if a cone K is given, we 
can always find a bounded convex set whose point's cone at the origin is 
equal to K, namely, K N U, where U is the unit ball centered at the origin. 
The following elementary result will be found usefid. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let C 1 .. . . .  C k be" convex sets in R", and let g ~ n)= ~Q. 
Then 
(a) cone(y, C l N • - • n Ck) = cone(g, C1)N • • • Ncone(g, Ck), 
(b) cone(g, conv(U~=lCi)) = cone(y, C1)+ . . .  + cone(g, Ck), 
cony(U)= 1Ci ) is the convex hull of  the set U)= ~Q. 
where 
Proof. Clearly cone(g,n~=lCi)_cn~=l cone(g, C~). To prove the reverse 
inclusion, let w ~n/k=lcone(y, Ci). Then, for each i, there exists a i > 0 such 
that y + a~w ~ C~. Let a - -  min i a~. Then as C l . . . . .  C k are convex, we have, 
g + aw ~n)=lCi. Consequently, w ~n~_l  cone(g, C~). This proves (a). 
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To prove (b), let x~conv(U~=~Ci). Then x=a lx  ,+ . ' .  +a~x k for 
some x i ~C/ ,  a i >/0 with Z~=la, =1.  Hence, x -y=a l (x  ~ -y )  
+ . . .  + ak(x  k - y )~ cone(y ,  C1)+ . . -  +cone(y ,C~) .  Thus ,  
cone(y, conv(U~= 1C~)) _c cone(y, C 1 ) + • - - + cone(y, C k). The reverse incht- 
sion is deaf ly  satisfied. So (b) is proved. I 
RE~RK 5.2. If (Q)~ E t is an infinite sequence of convex sets in R" such 
that y ~fq~ ~ tC~, then we still have 
( t cone y,conv( U ci)  =cone(y ,C , )+cone(y ,  C2)+"  l " " \ ~(= I 
provided that the right side is interpreted as the set of all possible finite sums 
of vectors taken from cone(y, C t ), cone(y, C 2) . . . . .  Note, however, that in this 
this case the set conv(U~xQ)  may not be closed even when each C) is 
compact. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. I f  K is a cone in R", then there exists a compact 
convex set C in R" such that 0 ~ C and cone(0, C) = relint K U {0}. 
Proof. Denote by K ~) the dual of K in its own linear span. Let 
T = (z  ~ K° :  Ilzll = 1).  For each vector z ~ T, let B, be the closed unit ball 
of spanK centered at z, i.e. B,={y~spanK:F lY -z l ]<~l  }. Let C= 
N:erBz .  Clearly, C is a compact convex set and 0 ~ C. We contend that 
cone(0, C) = relint K U {0). 
First, note that, ff x ( 4: 0) ~ span K and a > 0, then 
ax E B. iff Ilax - zll ~ < 1 
iff a211xl[ 2- 2a(x, z )+ Itzll 2 < 1 
iff a <~ 2(x, z)/ l lx l t  2. 
It is known that relint K = { y ~ span K : (z ,  y) > 0 for all nonzero z ~ K l~ ) 
(cf. Schneider and Vidyasagar [11, Lemma 3]). Thus, for any y ~ span K, if 
y ~ relint K U (0}, then there exists z ~ T such that (y, z) ~< 0. Hence, ay ~i B, 
for all a > 0, or y ~ cone(0, B~). As C ___ B~, necessarily, cone(0, C)_c 
cone(0, B~), so y ~ cone(0, C). We have thus shown that cone(0, C) c relint K 
u(o}. 
To prove the reverse inclusion, let x ~ relint K. Note that the real-valued 
function z ~ (2x/ l lx l l  z, z)  is continuous, Denote by a its minimum on the 
compact set T. Then a > 0. Furthermore, for any z ~ T, we have, a ~< 
2(x/Hxl[ z, z), so that axc  B:; hence, ax ~f'l~e~B~, or x ~ cone(0, C) as 
required. • 
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It may be interesting to note that in the above proof of Proposition 5.3, if 
we had set C=N.~TB_ or A.~T2B., where T 1 = {z  c rbd KD: [Iz[[ = 1} and 
Te={z~relintI(D:Hzi[=l}~ we still could have obtained cone(0, C) = 
relint K U (0}. Note also that n :  ~ r~ cone(0, B:) = N: e r cone(0, B:) = relint K 
U {0). However, N:eT2 cone(0, /3:)= c lK -  M, where M is the lineality 
space of cl K. This shows that if the number of convex sets C~ is infinite, 
Proposition 5.1(a) may or may not hold. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. I f  K is a closed cone in t{", then for any F ~_ K, there 
exists' a compact convex set C in B", which contains the zero vector, such 
that cone(0, C) = (K - F )U  {0}. 
Proof. We first consider the case when F is an exposed face of K. Then 
there exists a vector z ~ K*, [I z I I = 1, such that 8~ [qo(z)] = F. Let C = K N B:, 
where B_= {y~R" : l lY -z l [~<l} .  Then C is a compact convex set con- 
taining 0. Furthermore, cone(0, C )= cone(0, K)ncone(0 ,  B~)= K N [{ x 
/in: (X, Z) > 0} U {0}] = (K - F )U  {0}. 
Now consider the case when F is a nonexposed face of K. Construct a 
chain of faces F i of K such that F=F o<_F l<__F 2~_..- <_F k=K, k>12, 
such that each F~ is an exposed face of F~ + 1 (this is the case if F~ is a maximal 
face of F i + 1). From the first part of our proof, for each i, there exists a 
compact convex set Q in span F~+ t containing 0 such that cone(0, C i )= 
(Fi+ 1 --Fi)U{O }. Let C=conv(U~2~C~). Then C is a compact convex set 
containing 0 with the required property, because 
cone(0, C)  = e°ne(0 c°nv(i i )) 
= cone(0, C o) + cone(0, C 1 ) -[- "'" -4- cone(0, C k 1 ) 
= [ (F  1 -  F )U  {0}] + [ (F  2 -  F , )U  {0)] + --" 
"4-[(K- F k I)U {0}] 
= (K -  e )u  {0). 
6. OPEN PROBLEMS 
PROBLEM 1. IS it true that for any cone K in R n, there exists a compact 
convex set C in R n, which contains the zero vector, such that cone(0, C) = K? 
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We still seem to be remote from the solution of this question. For the 
simplest ypes of cones, using the results of Section 5, we can always find the 
required convex sets. The following example may be noteworthy. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let K 1 be the ice-cream cone in R 3, i.e. the cone 
((~l, ~2, ~3) ~ R3: (~ + ~)1/2 ~< ~3 }, and let K be the cone in R '~ given by 
K = K 1 - ( a(cos27r~,sin2~r~, 1): a > 0 and ~ is an irrational number in [0, 1)}. 
We are required to find a compact convex set C such that 0 ~ C and 
cone(0, C) = K. Note that int K = int K 1, and that K = int K 1UUK~, where 
K~ is the 1-dimensional boundary ray {a(cos2~r~,sin2~r~,l): a >/0} of K 1 
and the second union on the right side is taken over all possible rationals ~ in 
[0,1). Eumerate the rationals in [0,1) in some fashion: ~1, ~2 . . . . .  By Proposi- 
tion 5.3, there exists a compact convex set C o in R 3 such that cone((), C 0) = 
in tK iU{0 }. For each n, let C~ = (a(cos2~r~,sin2rr~,~,l):0~< a<  1/n}.  
Note that cone(0, Cn)= K~. It is not difficult to show that the set U~=oC,, is 
closed and bounded. Now let C= conv(U~=oCn). Then C is a compact 
convex set, and by the first part of Remark 5.2, C has the required property. 
However, if K~ is the cone K l - { a(cos27r~,sin2rr~, 1): a > 0 and ~ is a 
rational number in [0, 1)}, then we have not been able to decide whether 
there is a compact convex set whose cone at the origin is equal to K 2. 
Given a property (P) about a cone, it is natural to ask the following 
questions: 
(i) If K possesses (P), does it follow that F also possesses (P) for each 
face F of K? 
(ii) If K possesses (P), does it follow that cone(y, K) also possesses (PI 
for each vector y ~ K? 
The results of Section 4 show that the answer to the second question is in 
the affirmative, if (P) is one of the following properties: the duality operator 
being injective, the duality operator being surjective, or the duality operator 
d~; satisfying the following property: for any F, G ~ K, d t~( F A G)= d K( F ) 
V dK(G ). If (P) is the property that the duality operator is injective, then it 
is not difficult to show that the answer to question (i) is also in the affirmative. 
But for the other two properties, our knowledge about question (i) is 
incomplete. 
PROBLEM 2. Let K be a proper cone in R". Suppose that the duality 
operator of K possesses the following property: for any F, G _~ K, dK( F A (S) 
= dK(F)V dK(G ). Does this imply that the duality operator of each face of 
K satisfies the corresponding property? 
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We do not know the answer to Problem 2 even when K is allowed to be a 
general cone. 
PROBLEM 3. Let K be a proper cone in R". Does the surjectivity of d~ 
imply that of d F for each face F of K? 
We know the answer to Problem 3 is in the negative if K is allowed to be 
nonclosed. Below is an example. 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Let M be the convex set given in Example 2.9, and let 
C = M - {((1,0): - 1 ~< (1 ~< - ½ or ~ ~< (1 ~< 1}. Then C is also a convex set. 
Let K be the cone in R 3 given by K = { a((  1, (2,1): a >/0 and (~1, (2) c C }. 
It is not difficult to see that d~ is bijective. Now, let F = { a(~l ,0 ,1) :a  >/0 
and - ½ < ~: < ½}. Then F is a face of K. However, d r. is not surjective. 
PROBLEM 4. Let K be a proper cone in R". Does the injectivity of dn 
imply the condition "for any F, G ~ K, dK(F A G) = d•(F)V dK(G)"? 
Example 2.14 shows that the answer to Problem 4 is in the negative if K 
is allowed to be a general cone. 
The solution of the following problem will help to solve Problems 3 or 4. 
PROBLEM 5. Let K be an n-dimensional, closed, pointed cone in R n÷~. 
Can we always find a proper cone K, of R "+1 containing K as a face such 
that (i) d e is surjective or (ii) d e is injective when d~ is injective? 
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